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Hoi and Namaste!

GISA Events of the Month

As we all get deep into the
university grind, it’s hard to
miss that something feels
off.

Feature Friday is an ongoing celebration of unique and
remarkable people both in and outside India.

COVID cases are spiking
again and it’s imperative
we all stay safe and
follow local guidelines.
Unfortunately, this also
means no in-person GISA
events for now.
However, the Internet
heralds a paradigm shift
in how we interact - if
you have any suggestions
about what you might like
to see organised online
and would like to help,
please get in touch!
Stay safe!
Until next time
GISA Board 2020

Feature Friday: Special Edition

At the end of this month, we will hold an online talk with
a guest whose work has helped and inspired thousands of
people back home.
At the talk, we will learn about his many projects and his
inspiring life story. We will send out an introduction on our
social media soon, so stay tuned to find out more!

Bite-sized history
The Dutch have had a long, though little-known history in
India. The Dutch East India company (VOC) was the first
global multinational corporation ever, enabled by charter
from the Netherlands to buy spices from Asia.
The following are tidbits of their time in India, and the little
hints of their presence that they left behind and took away.

Dutch graves in Surat
A fine example of the rivalry
between the British and
the Dutch can still be seen
in Surat (in Gujarat), one of
the hotspots of trade and
commerce.
The European powers
sought to one-up the
other in building the most
luxurious tombs they could,
so that merchants could
be surrounded by the vast
fortunes they had amassedeven after death.
The grandest tomb was built
for the director of the VOC,
Baron Van Rheede.
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It was so intricately done
that even the chaplain of
the East India Company
acknowledged that no
European structure had been
built that could equal it. In
time, Surat lost its strategic
significance. Today, much of
the intrigue of this mortal
rivalry between them has
been lost.

Pondicherry’s Dutch connection
Another long-forgotten tinge
of Dutch influence on India
quite literally lies in the walls
of Pondicherry, the lovely
coastal town in Tamil Nadu.

today. It was the beliefs of
the architects that the system
should represent their wellordered, organised, and
democratic society.

Pastel-coloured houses
occupy right-angled streets,
an aspect which is considered
to be French.

They had planned to divide
the town along racial lines,
designating most of the area
along the seashore for the
whites and relocating the
Indians west of the canal.
When the French retook the
town, they appropriated
the plans, spreading out the
designs to the rest of the
town.

However, in 1693, for five
and a half years, the Dutch
occupied the city, replanning
the city’s irregular arteries
to the symmetrical and gridpatterned streets that exist

Hansken the Elephant
The Dutch were keen lovers
of exotic animals, and their
royalty went to great lengths
to obtain living souvenirs of
their trade with the Asians.
The Indian antelope and
falcon was among the many
birds and animals they
transported back, with some
journeys more successful
than others. Records show
the struggle of an Indian
pangolin, who, angry at
being held captive, dug
through an entire stone floor
of a building with his claws.
A similarly inspiring prisoner,
the Indische raven, was
described as a bird who
would rather die than
be held in captivity. The
elephant was a popular
animal, perceived by the
Dutch as intelligent and
religious beings.

Hansken the elephant started
off from Sri Lanka, and
travelled along the Indian
coast.
She was warmly welcomed
in the Netherlands, where
she performed tricks such as
waving flags, pinching money
from pockets, and firing pistols
to the delight of thousands.
Despite being adored, and
due to the ignorance of
humans, she died prematurely
from an infection in her feet.

If you ever find yourself at
the National Archives at
the Hague, you’ll see the
plans for this historic place,
although we recommend a
personal visit.

jokEs

A potato was interrogated
by cops.
After 3 hours of torture, it gave
in and said ‘Main batata hun,
main batata hun...’

Rembrandt and the Mughals
Although Dutch maestro
Rembrandt is wellremembered for his
contributions to European
art, few know that he was
exposed to a vastly different
culture through paintings
and art transported from
India.
He drew 25 portraits of
Mughal rulers, princes,
and courtiers, each a
meticulous crafting of
the miniatures which he
received. His versions
brought a vibrance to the
paintings, and emphasised
elements which caught his

fancy, such as movement,
conversation, and facial
features. Shah Jahan, Akbar,
and Jahangir were among
the rulers whose paintings he
imitated.

Mughal weapons. This
exchange of art is a wonderful
example of the flourishing of
art through the combination of
foreign styles and traditional
influences.

The works clearly inspired
him, for certain themes
carried on to his other
paintings, such as the
clothing, faces, and colours
he observed. It is also
likely that the presence of
European artists in Jahangir’s
court influenced Indian
artwork, with the presence
of Christian-inspired holding
arrow and sword, distinctly

Today, Rembrandt’s work is
scattered across museums
across the world, itself a
reminder of its international
inspirations.

Noteworthy News

Nobel Prize winners for
2020

to the identification of the
Hepatitis C virus, which
explained a majority of
The Nobel prize in Physics was hepatitis infections and
awarded to Roger Penrose,
enabled the creation of
Andrea Ghez and Reinhard
tests and medicines, saving
Genze for their research on
millions. The prize is doubly
black holes. Penrose had used relevant for highlighting
Einstein’s theory of general
the research made in the
relativity to prove that the
backdrop of the ongoing
formation of a black hole was pandemic.
possible. Ghez and Genze
discovered the supermassive Louise Glück was awarded
compact object, a star at the the Prize for Literature for
centre of our galaxy with a
writing “that with austere
mass far greater than that of
beauty makes individual
the Sun.
existence universal.” She
has written many poetry
The pair Emmanuelle
selections, for which she was
Charpentier and Jennifer
named the US poet laureate
Douda have been lauded with in 2003.
the Prize for Chemistry for
discovering ‘genetic scissors’.
Harvey Alter, Michael
Houghton and Charles
Rice received the Prize for
Medicine for their contribution

Recipe of the
Month
Dum Aloo

Ingredients:
☐ 200 grams diced potatoes or
baby potatoes
☐ 1/4 cup of yogurt
☐ 1 chopped onion and tomato
☐ 6-8 almonds or cashew nuts
☐ 1-2 tbsp oil
☐ 1/2 tsp ginger garlic paste
☐ 1/2 tsp garam masala
☐ 1/2 tsp red chilli powder
☐ 1/4 tsp turmeric
☐ 1/2 tsp cinnamon
☐ 1/2 tsp salt
☐ 1/4 tsp sugar
☐ Coriander to garnish
Method:
1. Wash and peel potatoes,
boiling them in 3-4 cups of water
til half-cooked.
2. Heat oil and fry potatoes until
golden
3. Fry onions lightly and then
blend into paste with tomatoes
and almonds/cashew nuts
4. Fry ginger-garlic paste and add
paste
5. Add remaining spices and
yoghurt and mix
6. Add potatoes and pour ½ cup
of water as necessary
7. Cover with a lid on low heat for
5-7 minutes
8. Salt and garnish with coriander
before serving with rice or roti!
Post your Dum Aloo pictures on
social media using #cookwithgisa
to be featured!

Noteworthy News

public auctions involved
Nobel Prize winners for The
works clearly inspired him,
subjective
estimations of
2020
for certain themes carried on

market price, leading to bids
to his other paintings, such
The World Food
that far exceeded the rest of
as the clothing, faces, and
Programme was honoured
the competition.
colours he observed. It is also
with the Nobel Peace Prize
likely that the presence of
for delivering food aid and
Using game theory, they
European artists in Jahangir’s
working to alleviate hunger
established better ways to
court influenced Indian
in developing regions of the bid competitively, leading to
artwork, with the presence
world.
the widespread adaptation
of Christian-inspired angels
of auction theory to realistic
holding arrow and sword,
The WFP is the largest
formats, from telecom to
distinctly Mughal weapons.
humanitarian organisation
carbon emission allocations.
fighting against hunger,
This exchange of art is a
having assisted 97 million
wonderful example of the
people in 88 countries in
flourishing of art through the
2019. Almost 690 million
combination of foreign styles
people are estimated to
and traditional influences.
be hungry, a figure that the
Today, Rembrandt’s work is
pandemic will undoubtedly
scattered across museums
increase.
across the world, itself a
reminder of its international
Roger Wilson and Paul
inspirations.
Milgrom took home the
Prize in Economics for
their pioneering work in
auction theory, used to
allocate public resources.
Prior to their innovation,

Short Read of the Month
As we draw close to the end of the
month, Covid-19 cases throughout
the Netherlands seem to set a
personal record everyday. To fight
the increase in infection rates, the
government is implementing a
‘partial lockdown’, mandating the
closure of bars and restaurants and
prohibiting public gatherings of
more than 4.
But that’s not the point of this
article. In the succeeding weeks,
it’s probable that we’ll grow
increasingly tired of the restrictions,
craving and fearing contact in
equal measure. Although it seems
unlikely that this ominous cloud will
part anytime soon, we’ll still want
to venture out, hoping desperately
that the clouds won’t burst into
rain (which, knowing Groningen,
is probably unlikely). There are

resources that can help you deal
with this virus, both physically
and psychologically. And look:
stereotype or not, Indians aren’t the
finest communicators of our mental
state. That said, we want to let you
know that your stories, poems, and
pictures, are all welcome in this
newsletter. If you feel like you want
people to know and read what you
feel or are going through, write to
us at gisa@rug.nl. Or, if you just
want a one-on-one conversation,
feel free to connect with us on our
Facebook page. Until we can see
you again, our best wishes are with
you.
Stay safe,
Your loyal board
Your feedback on the newsletter
would help us improve its quality
immeasurably! You can send us
your thoughts at gisa@rug.nl

